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Abstract € phase between lifting pressure
• ° and wing pitch angle, deg
Steady and unsteady aerodynamic data were (positive for pressure leading
measured on a rectangular wing with a 12 percent motion)
thick supercrltical airfoil mounted in the NASA _ circular frequency, rad/sec
• Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. The wing was
oscillated in pitch to generate the unsteady
aerodynamic data. The purpose of the wind- Introduction
tunnel test was to measure data for use in the
development and assessment of transonic analyt- In recent years NASA Langley Research
ical codes. The effects on the wing pressure Center has had a program for measuring unsteady
distributions of Mach number, mean angle of aerodynamic data in the transonic regime for the
attack, and oscillation frequency and amplitude purposes of assisting analytical code develop-
were measured. Results from the newly-developed ment and providing a data base for active
XTRAN3Sprogram (a non-linear transonic small controls design. Two models previously tested
disturbance code) and from the RHOIV program (a in the 16-foot Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT)
linear lifting surface kernel function code) are a clipped delta wingl and a high-aspect-
were compared to measured data for a Mach number ratio transport wing 2. The delta wing, which
of 0.7 and for oscillation frequencies ranging had a circular-arc airfoil, was oscillated in
from n to 20 Hz, The XTRAN3Ssteady and pitch at various mean angles of attack• A
unsteady results agreed fairly well with the trailing-edge control also was oscillated to
measured data. The RHnlV unsteady-result generate unsteady aerodynamic data. The
agreement was fair but, of course, did not transport-type wing with a supercritical airfoil
predict shock effects, had five leading-edge and five trailing-edge
control surfaces of which some were oscillated
independently and in pairs about various mean
S__ymbols control surface angles. The static angle of
attack of the transport-type wing was varied to
b wing span, ft (4.0) allow data acquisition at cruise lift
c wing chord, ft (2.0) conditions.
cg wing center of gravity
CL total wing lift coefficient Additional tests have been completed on a
Cp pressure coefficient, third wing--a rectangular wing having a super-(p-p_)/q critical airfoil. This particular wing (a
El bending stiffness, Ib-in 2 simple planform geometry) was tested for the
f wing pitch frequency, Hz purpose of aiding in the development and pre-
GJ torsional stiffness, Ib-in2 liminary assessment of new analytical transonic
k reduced frequency, cm/2V codes such as XTRAN3S3,4. The results
M free-stream Mach number obtained from this test provide the database
p transducer local static pressure, desired for extension of two-dimensional flows
Ib/in 2 to three-dimensional flows. This paper
p® free-stream static pressure, describes this recent test of the rectangular
Ib/in 2 wing, presents measured data, and correlates
q free-stream dynamic pressure, these experimental results with theoretical
Ib/in 2 results•
t/c thickness-to-chord ratio
V free-stream velocity, ft/sec
x/c fractional chord Wing Configuration
a mean angle of attack, deg
A_ pitch oscillation amplitude, deg A photograph of the wing installed in the
ACp lifting pressure coefficient TDT is shown in Fig. I. The wing is attached
(difference between lower- and to a shaft that extends through a splitter
upper-pressure coefficients) plate mounted off the wind-tunnel wall so that
aCpl magnitude of lifting pressure the wing root is outside the wall boundary
coefficient layer. The shaft is connected to a hydraulic
, n fractional span, y/b rotary actuator that oscillates the wing in
pitch.
Geometry
The details of the planform and airfoi]
shape are shown in Fig. 2. l_e unswept wing
has a rectangular planform with a 2-ft chord and
a 4-ft span (panel aspect ratio of 2.0). The
airfoil is a 12-percent thick (t/c = 0.12)
1
minimize the pitch moment of inertia of the wing
assembly. The leading-and trailing-edge sec-
tions were attached to the center box section at
0.23 and 0.69 fractional chords, respectively.
Instrumentation
Wing instrumenLat_m consisted of 126
differential press,ire transducers, eight accele-
rometers, and one poL_ntiometer. The trans-
ducers were mounted at four spanwise stations to
measure both static and dynamic pressures along
chordwise rows (see Fig° 2) on the upper and
lower surfaces• Ea(h transducer was referenced
to the tunnel static pressure. In the center
box section, the transducers were mounted flush
to the surface (in situ). For the leading., and
trailing-edge sections, the transducers were
located in the joint area between the sections
(see Fig. 3) and were connected to orifices at
Fig. I Wing m_unted in TDT test section, the section surfaces via tubes that had equal
length and diameter. This arrangement alle-
viated the problems a_sociated with in situ
supercritical shape with a two-dimensional mounting in the thin trailing-edge areas and to
design Mach number of 0.8 and design lift
coefficient of _.6. The airfoil was derived
from an ll-percent thick airfoil 5 by
increasing the thickness-to-chord ratio and the
trailing-edge thickness. The wing tip was
formed by connecting the upper and lower sur-
faces with semi-circular arcs. The wing pitch
axis is located at the 0.46 fractional chord.
This location was chosen to maximize performance
of the actuator (considering both aerodynamic
and inertia loads).
Construction
The wing was constructed in three sections
as shown in Fig. 3 to allow easy access to the
instrumentation located within the wing. The
wing center box section was made from aluminum
halves (upper and lower) that were permanently
bonded and bolted together. The leading- and
trailing-edge sections were made of light-weight
Kevlartf and balsawood sandwich material to
I_ .............. 40 ........ _ Fig. 3 Pressure instrulnentation in leading-i
_ ! ! --_.... and trailing-edge attachment areas.2 I
PITCHAXIS -21L4 : 2,0
I : ! enable the transducers to be mounted closer to_. L] i] .L [ the pitch axis and Lhereby reduce the accelera-___ tions that they experience, This tube techniquefor measuring unsteady pressures was first
P_NFORMVIE_ introduced by Tijdeman 6 and is often called
• PRESSLIREMEASUREMENTLOCATION the Dutch matched-tubing method. A fifth row of
[] ACCELEROMETERLOCATION matched-tubi ng transducers was instal Ied with
orifices adjacent to the inboard row of in situ
transducers in the center box section. Data
_-, _ obtained from these "colocated" in situ and
MRFOILSHAPE matched-tubing transducers were used to measure
(or, calibrate) the tube effects on the unsteady
Fig. 2 Planform view and airfoil shape of pressure magnitude and phase. The results of
wing. Dimensions in feet. the calibration were then applied to the
pressure data measured on the leading- and
trailing-edge sections, The accelerometers were
used to measure wing dynamic motion and were
tfKevlar: Registered trademark of E. I. du Pont mounted along the front and rear edges of the
de Nemours & Co., Inc. Use of trade names center box section. A potentiometer connected
does not constitute an official endorsement, to the actuator shaft was used to measure both
either expressed or implied, by NASA, static and dynamic motion of the wing root.
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Structural Properties (a minimum of 15 samples per cycle) was used to
determine the first harmonic pressure coeffi-
Laboratory measurements were made to deter- cient magnitude and phase in relation to the
mine the weight, stiffness, and vibration pro- pitch position of the wing root." The magnitude
perties of the assembled wing with instrumenta- and phase measurements from transducers using
tion installed. The measured quantities are the matched-tubing method were determined using
presented in Table 1. These values are within transfer functions derived from calibration data
design objectives to allow oscillations of the from corresponding in situ and matched-tubing
transducers, In addition, the wing motion at
• the root was determined from discrete Fourier
transforms of time-historydata that were
Table I Measured structural properties of wing. measured using the potentiometer. Aeroelastic
deformations of the wing during the pressure
...... data acquisiton were determined from discrete
Fourier transforms of time-history data measured
WEIGHT........... 54 Ib usingthe accelerometers.
CG LOCATION,x/c..... 0.44
...... 0.4] Test Results and Discussion
PITCHINERTIA....... 1050Ib-in2 Steady and unsteady pressures were measured
Ib-in"2 for a large number of test conditions in the TDT............. 75X106 as illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows the wingEl
total lift coefficient plotted against Mach
GJ ............. lOOx i06Ib-in.2 number for angles of attack ranging from -I to 7
deg. For the unsteady-data points (solid
FUNDAMENTALFREQUENCY..34.8Hz symbols) in Fig. 4, the wing oscillation fre-
-.-- quencies were 5, IQ, 15 and 20 Hz. Some repre-
sentative results obtained during these tests
are presented in this section. The Reynolds
wing with an existing actuator to frequenciesup number based on the chord length is four million
to 20 Hz at an amplitude of +I deg without sig- for all data presented.
nificant wing structural deformation. (Note
that the wing fundamentalelastic frequency is
about 35 Hz.) In addition, the airfoil coordi- 12F 0 SIEADYDAIAACQUIRED
nates were measured at five span stations and | Q S|EADYANDUNSIEADYDAIAACQUIRED
were shown to be within O.02 in of the design I o,deg
values, i _..__
.SFO._.._____ ol
Wind Tunnel c t
The Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel .4 0 O-'-_"-'-c>_-c_O_:_ b I(TnT) is a closed-circuit continous-flowtunnel 0 k
which has a 16-ft square test section with _ .)------_______L>___O._ _ l
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cropped corners and slots in all four walls. _0
Mach numberand dynamic pressure can be varied 0_ { ' ' , . j )-I
simultaneously, or independently,with either _ 5 0 .7 8 9
air or Freontt used as a test medium. All data _ACHNUMBER
presented in this report were obtained using a
Freon medium.
Fig. 4 Total wing lift coefficient for
various angles of attack plotted
Data Acquisition and Reduction against Mach number.
Data from the model instrumentationwere
acquired using the TDT real-time data acquisi- Steady Results
tion system7 and reduced in a "near real-time"
manner. Upper- and lower-surface steady pressure
distributions at the four spanwise stations are
' Steady (static) pressures were measured shown in Fig. 5 for a Mach number of 0.R25 and
using the differentialpressure transducers an angle of attack of 4 deg. (This is close to
installed in the wing. One thousand samples of the 2-D design condition for the airfoil.) At
• data at a rate of 3n_ samples per second were the inboard sections, typical supercritical flow
averaged for each transducer to determine mean is present on the upper surface--namely, a
• values of pressure coefficient. Data were rather flat pressure region followed by a weak
acquired simultaneously from all the transducers shock far aft (O.5D to D.6D fractional chord) on
at a given span station, the wing. However, for sections farther out on
the wing this shock is farther forward toward
Unsteady (dynamic) pressures were calcu- the leading edge as a result of the effects of
fated from transducer time-history data that the wing tip. At the wing tip the shock is
were measured at a rate of 3QO samples per located at about the 0.I0 fractional chord. The
second and recorded on digital tape. A discrete pressure distributions on the lower surface are
Fourier transform of 75-ID0 cycles of the data not affected by the presence of the wing tip.
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ranging from 0.4 to 0.85. The wing mean angle
1"21 /-UPPER_ - - SURFACE of attack is 2 deg. The oscillationamplitude
lU v _ and frequencyare +I deg and 10 Hz, respectively
at 0.85 Mach number). The pressure peak is
II _-_'C locatedat the leadingedge for the low subsonic
Mach numbers but rapidlymoves aft as the Mach
-.6 E number increases. At a Mach number of 0.85 the -
1.2 estimated shock location is near the three-
quarter chord. This is better shown in Fig. 8
where the estimatedshock locationin fractional
6 q = 0.59 chord is shown plottedagainstMach number. In
this figure it is seen that the shock begins to
-Cp 0 move aft rapidlyas the Math 6umber is increased
above 0.6. For the most part, the phase data
-6 (see Fig, 7) show that the pressures lag the
1.2F_z_._ _ motion ahead of the shock and lead behind the
shock.
.6 n : 0.81
-Cp Mean Angle=of=AttackEffects.=Pressuredistributionsat"th6i'nb6ar_station (0.31
0 fractionalspan) are shown in Fig. 9 for three
mean angles of attack at a Mach number of
-.6 0.825. The oscillationamplitudeand frequency
12F(_-c__ are +I deg and 10 Hz (k = 0.15), respectively.
The Tesults show that, as the angle of attack
6 q =095 increases,the shock moves aft on the wing_ and
the pressuresahead of the shock decrease consi-
-Cp 0 the pressureslag the motion ahead of the shock
derably in magnitude. The phase data show that
I I i L _ _J----_--_ and lead the motion aft of the shock. For
-.6 increasingmean angles of attack,the phase0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I0
x_c angles ahead of the shock increaseslightly.
Fig. 5 Steadypressure distributionsat four OscillationFrequency Effects.-Pressure
spanwise stations. M = n.825, distrfbutionsat the inboard chord (0.31 frac-
= 4 deg. tional span) are shown in Fig. I0 for seven
oscillationfrequenciesrangingfrom 2 to 20 Hz
Unsteady Results (k = 0.03 to 0.31) and an oscillationamplitude
of +I deg. The Mach number and mean angle of
Some of the unsteady pressure distributions attack are 0.8 and 2 deg, respectively. The
measured during the tests are summarizedin this resultsshow that the frequencyeffect is large
section. The resultsare presented in terms of for both the magnitude and phase. As the
the magnitude and phase of the liftingpressure
coefficient ([ACDI and @, respectively). On .6
the figuresp_esb_ted in this section, curves
are faired through the data points in the region _/-q = 0.59
of the shock to show trends and estimatedpeak- .4 q = 0.817 _ _/-q = O.)IIY
Span Effects.-Pressure distributionsat
the four spanwise stations are shown in Fig. 6 .2 _,
for a mean angle of attack of 4 deg and a Mach "_/_-_f__ 0_.]_ [___number of 0.825. The oscillationamplitude and _0_ 6frequencyare +I deg and I0 Hz (k=N.15),respec- 0 |_vv_
tlvely. The _essure peaks, which are indica-
tive of dynamic shock motion, vary significantly 200- q : O.)I_\_
across the wing span. By comparisonwith the n =059-_ _/_/steady data (Fig. 5), it is seen that the
pressure peaks are locatednear the same chord- I_ n = 085-x j_-_
wise positionsas the upper surfacestatic \
shocks, The unsteady shock strength decreases _.d_ q=_95_[ l_,_
nearer the tip region. The phase results in 0 _l_ {_,_,_i__{_.C]__/_-- i
iv
Fig, 6 show that the pressure is generally
laggingthe wing pitch motion (negativephase)
forwardof the pitch axis (0.46 fractional
chord) and leading it aft of the axis. For the -I_ _PIICHAXISI I { I 1 I
two inboard stations where the shocks are 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 l.O
locatedaft of the pitch axis, the lag-to-lead xtc
phase shift occurs aft of the shock.
Fig. 6 Effects of span on unsteady pressure
Mach Number Effects.- Pressure distribu- distributionsat four spanwise
tions at the inboardstation (_.31 fractional stations. M = 0.825,_ = 4 deg,
span) are shown in Fig. 7 for seven Mach numbers f = 10 Hz, _ = +1 deg.
4
M = 0.4 The Mach number and mean angle of attack are 0.8
_%! and 3.3 deg, respectively. In the figure the.6 7 pressure magnitud sare normalizedby th oscil-
_II_' rM=0.75 rM=O.8 lation amplitudesand show no appreciablediffer-
.411"_/"_1[_'_/ .r M = 0.825 ence either forwardor aft of th_ shock for thethr e cas s. The efore,in these regions, i
l_¢pl _ _ '_ _i _'_/ _M= 0.85 follows that the pressuremagnitude increases
• _ _i,_ _/_ _\ _ linearly as the motion amplitudeis increasedin- .2 _ the range 0.5 to 1.5 deg. In the vicinity of the
_A_/ _ pressure peak there are differencesin the data|
l_mmm_/A _- _ which indicatemagnitude non-linearitiesin this
--_ region. No effect of oscillat onamplitudeis0 1 I _ _-_
" - seen in the pressure phase data.
2_ -
TM= 0.825
M=0.8 0 _...0/__ Comparisonof Measured and CalculatedResults
1_ _M= 0.15 .ZY_.._Yn / M= 0.85 Unsteady pressure calculationswere made
__._. _ : with two theoreticalprograms, and the resultsQ d_ / are comparedwith measured data. Qne p ogram is
0 _j / _ the newly developed XTRAN3S3,4which is a
M = 0.7 [] three-dimensionalnon-lineartransoniccode
-I_ O/ which uses finite differencemethods to derive a
I ± I J i
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 .6
x/c
Fig, 7 Effects of Mach number on unsteady a= _- a= 2°_ _I/-a: 40
pressure distributionat n = O.31. .4 _ _,, Iv
.2 i',\[]frequencyofoscillationi creases,generally -the magnitude of the pressure decreases forward
of the pitch axis and increases behind the
axis, The shock at approximately the 0.35 0 I I _ I O---J
fractional chord coincideswith the steady-state 2_ a = 40
shock location and appearsto decrease in -_ O
strength as the frequencyincreases. The phase o = 2°-_ \R
resultsshow that the pressures lag the motion
ahead of the shock and lead the motion behind 100 a = 0°_ _ _"--
the shock. The phase angle generallydecreases _.d_
(pressurelags the motion) as the frequency
increases. This effect is more pronouncedaft 0
of the pitch axis.
OscillationAmplitudeEffects.- Pressure -I_ -
distributionsfor the inboardchord (ft.31frac- ____i"I _ _ I 1
tional span) are shown in Fig. 11 for three oscil- 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
lation amplitudes rangingfrom 0.5 to 1.5 deg and xlc
an oscillationfrequencyof 10 Hz (k = O.16).
Fig. 9 Effects of mean angle of attack on
.8 unsteady pressure distributionat
n = 0.31. M : 0.825, f : I0 Hz,
I A_ _ +--Ideg.
.6 tlme-accuratesolution from the small distur-
O ESTIMATEDACp p_k bance potentialequation. This code does notinclude he effectsof viscosity. Thes XTRAN3S
" x LOCATIONFROM FIG.7 resultswere obtainedusing the followingto
.4 improvethe accuracy and agreementwith the
measured data: (I) a revisedgrid arrange-
ment°, and (2) small disturbanceequation
coefficientsderivedby the N_tional Aerospace
.2 Laboratoryof the Netherlands_. The other
___ program used for the unsteady pressure compar|-
sons is RHOIV10 which is a linear subsonic
liftingsurface kernel function theory based onI I I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 the accelerationpotential. In addition to the
MACHNUMBER unsteady comparisons,steady pressure comparisons
are made using the XTRAN3S program.
Fig. 8 Effect of Math number on estimated
shock location in fractionalchord. Comparisonsare made for calculatedand
a = 2 deg, f = 10 Hz, A_ = +I deg. measured results at a Mach number of O.7. The
(approximately0.6 fractionalchord at the
.6 inboardspanwise station).
Gf_ Unsteady Results.4- 2Hz
U_per- and Lower-SurfacePressure
iACP[ __j_r_[-u_ 20Hz Comparison.-Unsteady upper- and lower-surface
.2 --_'Z-_ 0\ v^Qm-_ pressure distributionsfrom measurementsand
XTRAN3S calculationsare shown in Fig. 13 at a
fractionalspan of 0.59 and an oscillationampli-
"_ _ I tude and frequencyof +I deg and In Hz (k =
0 I I I IYHz 0.18), respectively. "theagreementof the
2_ ) pressure magnitudesis good over the aft three-
quarters of the chord for boththe upper- and
lower- surfacedata. In the leading-edgeregion
1_ near the shock, the agreementis not as good. In
this region XTRAN3Sunder predictedthe
_.d_ = 2 Hz magnitudes. The phase agreement is good over the
0 forward three-quartersof the chord and degrades
significantlynear the trailing edge. No
@ O explanationfor this disagreementis apparent.
_PIICHAXIS
-I_ [=20Hz SpanwisePressure Comparison.-UnsteadyI I I I I I
0 .2 4 6 .8 1.0 liftingpressure distributionsat the four span-
xlc wise stations are shown in Fig. 14. The com-
parisonincludes both measured data and results
Fig. In Effects of frequencyon unsteady from XTRAN3Sand RHOIV. The XTRAN3S program
pressure distributionat n = 0.31. predictedfairly well the pressuremagnitudesat
M = 0.8, _ = 2 deg, A_ = +I deg. all spanwisestations in the regionaft of the
mean angle of attack is 2 deg. The oscillating ©
amplitude and frequencyrange for the unsteady .6-
data are +I deg and 5 to 20 Hz (k = 0.09 to
Q,36), re-spectively.Rigid pitch motionswere _ ao,deg
used in the unsteady calculations. For XTRAN3S I_Cpi 4- _\results, the measured wing coordinateswere _ L_
© ±0.5
I
used. 4o _© _ []±1.0
d%l 2  ±15Steady Results
"_L
Comparisonsof steady upper- and lower- G
surfacepressure distributionsat the four span 0 I . I ] _''n I
stations are shown in Fig. 12. The comparisons 2_-
are good over most of the wing. The XTRAN3S
program accurately predictedat all spanwise
stations both the upper-surfacepressures aft of _.._--_
the shock and the lower-surface pressures in the l_-
mid-chord region. The results deviate somewhat
¢. d_ CIin the leading-edgeregion and on the lower
surfacenear the trailing edge. The comparisons 0in these regionsmay possibly be improved by rmO--04_
includingviscous effects in the code and by
decreasing the grid spacing for the calculations -l_-
in this region to accountfor the bluntnessof I I I I J
this airfoil (see Fig. 2). Analysis of this 0 .2 4 O .8 I0
airfoilwith the two-dimensionalfull potential x/c
program11 indicatethat includingviscous
effects at this condition tends to raise the Fig. 11 Effectsof oscillationamplitude on
lower-surfacepressures in the leading-edge unsteady pressuredistributionat n =
region as a result of a de-camberingeffect of 0.31. M = 0.8, a = 3.3 deg, f = 10 Hz.
the boundary layer in the aft portion of the
airfoil. A finer grid may improvethe upper- shock (locatednear the leadingedge). In the
surfacepressure-peakdefinitionnear the region of the shock the calculationsover pre-
leading edge. dicted the leading-edgepressuresat the inboard
station and under predicted those pressuresat
Calculationsfor a Mach number of 0.825 the outboard stations.The phase agreement is
(not shown here) showed significantlypoorer good over the forwardtwo-thirdsofthe chord at
agreement than the resultsfor 0.7 Mach number, the outboard two stations. The phase calcula-
For this case the upper surface-shockwas calcu- tions at the two inboard stations are affected
fated to be near the trailing edge rather than by the over-predictedleading-edgeshock. The
located as shown in Fig. 5. Again, the two- phase agreement is not good near the trailing
dimensionalprogram indicatedthat inclusionof edge. In this region the measured lifting-
viscosity in the solution causes the shock to pressure phases show a strong influenceof the
move forwardnearer its proper location lower-surface-pressurephase (see Fig. 13). The
RHOIV resultsare presented for 0.31, 0.59, and edge. The RHOIV magnitude agreement is fairly
0.81 fractionalspan stations. The pressure- good in the aft t_-thirds of the chord at all
magnitude agreementis fairly good over the aft frequencies. The phase agreement in the forward
two-thirdsof the chord. However, at all span- two-thirdsof the chord is good and improves as
wise stations the magnitude is under predicted the frequen_ decreases.
in the forwardhalf of the wing and over pre- __
dicted in the aft portionof the wing. The UPPER LOWER
• leading-edgeshock, of course, is not predicted 28-o
_RAN3S
by the linear theory. The phase agreementis
good over the forward two-thirdsof the wing z4 )_ 0 [] MEASURED
and, in _st cases, is betterthan the XTRAN3S 20
agreement. Similarto the XTRAN3S results,the ic_! 16phase agreementnear the trailing edge is not
" good. 12
FrequencX Comparison.-Unstea_ lifting _ "" ._
0 pressure distributionsat a fractionalspan
of 0.59 are shown in Fig. 15 for oscillation
frequenciesof 5, IN, 15, and 20 Hz (k = 0.09 to
0.36). The comparisonincludes measured data
and resultsfrom both XTRAN3Sand RHOIV. In 60
general, the XTRAN3Sagreement is fairly good of "[_--"
for both the phase and magnitude data. For _ _'_ D o
these cases the strength of the shock at the _[]
0 _.-uleading edge is best predictedat the lowest
frequency. At higher frequenciesthe shock _
strength is under predicted. The phase agree- _.deg-60 ©_
ment is best at the two higher frequencieswhere
the _asured data do not have the _notonically- _
increasingtrend reversed near the trailing -Iz0
UPPER LOWER -150
1.2 - n = 0.3_ XIRAN3S -180
t
8 _IC__ _ D _IEASURED -210 ,2 .4 .6 .8 1,0
-c_ 0 Fig. 13 Comparisonof measured and calculated
first harmonicunsteady pressure
-4 / _'_ []/ distributionat n = 0.59. M = 0.7,
-s _ = 2 deg, f = 10 Hz, Aa = +I deg.
-12
L2Vo n =05Q ConcludingRemarks
"_)!_-_--r_--_ Both stead and unstea_ aeroynamicdata
•___z_-_,_ i _ were _asured on a rectangularwing with a 12
-cp percentthick supercriticalairfoil. The wing
was oscillatedin pitch to acquirethe unsteady
-.4 data. The purposeof the test was to provide
-8[ _''_'_ experimentaldata to assist in the development
tz_ n=o_t and assessmentof transonicanalyticalcodes.
.8Lo_ o The effect of the wing tip (that is, three-
dimensionaleffects) on the pressure distribu-
• l_ __ - tions is large. Specifically,the shock loca-
tion at the outboard sections is considerably
-c fartherforward than for inboardsections.
-4 Parametersthat also have a large effect on the
-.sL ---_ shock strengthand location include_ch number
L2- n =095 and mean angle of attack. Oscillationfrequencyhas a significanteffect on the unsteady-
8 _ pressuremagnitudesand phases. Oscillation
o amplitudeaffects the unsteady-pressure_gni-
.4_ tudes in a linear manner,except at the shock
. _ -Cp 0 _ ,, where some non-linearityexists.
-4 _--Q."
Results from the newly-developedXTRAN3S
-8 non-lineartransonicprogram and fr_ the linear
0 .2 4 6 8 Lo RHOIV kernel function programwere comparedto
x:c the measured data. The XTRAN3SsteaD and
unstea_ resultsagreed fairly well wlth
Fig, 12 Spanwise comparisonof measured and measured data at a Mach number of 0.7. It is
calculatedsteady pressure believed that the inclusion of viscosity in the
distributions. M = 0.7, a = 2 deg. analysis and use of a finer grid will give
.12 -- XIRAN)S _ )flRAN)S
..... RHOIV ..... RHOIV
.M ( ) MEASURED © MEASURED90
.56 n = 0.31 •
!
.48 i 30 0
"_0"0 0I I
• )2'
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•;_4
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,Dro ¢. de_
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(b) Phase.
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Fig. 14 Continued.
.04
0 better results, particularlyat the wing leading
•_ _ edge. The RHOIV unsteady resultswere in fair
.28- agreement,but, of course,the locationor
strength of the shock was not predicted.
•24 -0
.20-
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